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CDS Baseline Validation

**UCDSMO CDS Validation:** The process which the UCDSMO verifies
- The CDS has completed lab-based testing
- Gov’t sponsor issued ATO
- Gov’t lifecycle support commitment
- Gov’t memo of intent to deploy

**UCDSMO Baseline List - Entries managed by the UCDSMO to:**
- Ensure relevant information remains current
- Ensure revalidation as necessary as CDSs mature
UCDSMO CDS Baseline Submission Process - 1

Continuous Gov’t Sponsor/Vendor Interaction Throughout the Entire Process

- Step 1 - Triage package submission for completeness - 3 business days
- Step 2 - CDS SMEs Conduct in-depth review 5 to 7 business days
- Step 3 - Create Fact Sheet - 5 to 7 business days
- Step 4 - Post new CDS to the CDS Baseline - 1 Day

Contact the UCDSMO With Intent to Submit
- Users, CDSEs, Vendors
- Baseline Submission Checklist provided

Submit Required Documents
- Completed Baseline Checklist
- Completed lab-based testing
- Gov’t sponsor issued ATO
- Gov’t lifecycle support commitment
- Gov’t memo of intent to deploy

UCDSMO Processing
- CDSE telecons/workshops
- Annual vendor briefing
- Customer feedback
- Email to notification

Continuous Updating

Made it to the CDS Baseline!!!

Time Getting Through the Process Varies
CDS Selection Tips

- Don’t assume you can pull a CDS off the baseline for immediate use
- Explore the CD Portfolio
- Check out the Fact Sheets
- Make Enterprise CDSs a Priority

Contact the UCDSMO for assistance
Questions

Phone: 240-373-0796
Email: info-ucdsmo@nsa.gov

NIPRNET: https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/ucdsmo/
SIPRNET: http://intelshare.intelink.sgov.gov/sites/ucdsmo/
JWICS: http://intelshare.intelink.ic.gov/sites/ucdsmo